High school students beginning new year as... community college students

New California law (AB288) allows school districts and community colleges to partner to offer community college classes to high school students.

Main points:
- Law passed to help prepare students for college work because there are high levels of remediation at community colleges and California State University campuses
- Previously only advanced high school students took community college classes
- What do the classes look like? Is it a community college faculty or a high school teacher trained in the course
- How can we measure the quality of the new community college class, how is it different than what the student would have taken
- What are the costs... to train teachers, textbooks, etc.
August is the new September: first day of school creeping earlier and earlier


This year one fourth of L.A. County’s 80 school districts start school the week of August 8

Reasons:
- Complete semester before winter break
- More instructional time before May AP tests in May and Smarter Balanced tests in the spring
- Elementary school districts doing it to synch with high school districts
- Allows school districts to create make-up/intervention classes during winter break
Retirements are opening up jobs, to what extent are teachers moving around?

California was set to add 21,000 teacher jobs in 2015-16 school year.

Main points:
- To what extent are teachers in low income areas of a large school district requesting to move to more affluent parts of the district
- What’s the data on teacher requests to move schools, what’s the criteria
- Some teachers want to move to a school closer to where they live
- Good data project if you can get all the school district’s teacher requests to move and plot origin and destination schools and reasons for moving
California school districts are increasingly purchasing and teachers are increasingly downloading technology for various school uses.

Main Points:

- Some teachers use apps, technology with advertisements that violates ban on advertising to students
- 2015 California law AB1584 compels school district to notify parents of student of data/records breach, in cases
- I’m trying to get into workshop provided by area school law firm giving school officials guidance on these data privacy issues, it would be a one stop shop
MULTIPLATFORM suggestions

Voice Memos/iTalk:
- app is good quality recording if you use close up, like a microphone
- Keep to under 2 minutes, use when someone says something interesting, sums up something in a new way, ID yourself, the person, ask a question, and one follow up if necessary
- Post clip on Soundcloud

Instagram:
- I’ll take a portrait-like photo of an interesting newsmaker, teacher, principal, and connect him/her to a larger issue: https://www.instagram.com/p/BHTesykJkCE/?taken-by=aguzmanlopez
- It’s a writing exercise
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